
 

 

Developers Wanted! Scosche Announces SDK and 
Unveils smartROLL Electronic Gaming Dice at E3 2013 

 
 

 
Bluetooth® Smart dice create hands-on gaming experience for the touchscreen world 

 
 
LOS ANGELES – June 11, 2013 – Scosche unveiled its patent pending smartROLL, electronic gaming dice, and 
announced an SDK today at E3.  The kit provides developers with two functional dice, full access Scosche R&D 
team, the opportunity to have their game featured on final dice packaging and to leverage Scosche’s expansive 
distribution and partner network. 
 
“As kids we all grew up playing games with dice like Monopoly and Yahtzee,” said Kas Alves Executive Vice 
President, Scosche Industries.  “But now with so many games being played on tablets and smartphones we’re 
losing one of the key attributes of gaming.  smartROLL injects the hands on immersive user experience back into 
board games played on touch screen devices.”   The dice go far beyond traditional board games and can be used 
as a full-fledged controller opening up unlimited gameplay opportunities.   
 
The Bluetooth Smart powered dice features a built-in accelerometer and motion sensors and are made from 
durable, yet screen safe rubber and plastic combination.   smartROLL’s replaceable coin battery lasts up to a 
year and utilizes a shake to wake function to conserve battery life.  Each die is evenly balanced to ensure 
completely random results.  For more information on the dice and SDK visit www.scosche.com/dice.  
 
Follow Scosche at twitter.com/scosche or facebook.com/scosche for the latest news on all of the company’s 
award-winning products.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.scosche.com/dice
http://twitter.com/scosche
http://www.facebook.com/Scosche


 

 

 
 
 
About Scosche Industries: 
 
Founded in 1980, Scosche Industries is an award-winning innovator of consumer technology and car audio 
installation hardware - committed to delivering quality, value and unmatched customer service.  Scosche is at 
the forefront of app-powered accessory development and engineering. We find inspiration in the local lifestyle, 
culture, music and people.  The designers and engineers at Scosche develop products that reflect a rich heritage 
in audio.   These influences can be seen in the accessories and products that are now in the hands and vehicles 
of people stretched all across the globe.  With over 95 patents and countless industry awards it is easy to see 
why Scosche is consistently at the forefront of technology and innovation.  www.scosche.com. 
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